
The final chequered flag in GT/Tourism 

 

Under the Portuguese sun at the Circuito do Estoril, we were kept in suspense right until the 

chequered flag of the last race of 2015 – the decider for the GT/Tourism championship. In the 

end, last year’s champions were forced to remove their crowns and hand them over to their 

favourite enemies… 

The 6 Hours of Endurance GT / Tourism: LNT win, Visiom are champions 

 

One year ago, Patrice and Paul Lafargue (Porsche 911 GT3 R IDEC Sport Racing) won the title of 

the V de V Endurance Series GT/Tourism category. This was firstly thanks to their stunning 

performance, but also because the #51 Ferrari of AF Corse slid in front of the other potential 

candidate. Twelve months later, the situation is reversed and Jean-Paul Pagny, Thierry Perrier 

and Jean Bernard Bouvet, drivers of the #2 Ferrari 458 GT2 by team Visiom are crowned 

champion. In the overall classification, the team scored a sixth place; however after taking into 

account the 2nd place finish of AF Corse and drivers Cordoni and Zanuttini, the 4th place finish 

of Patrice and Paul Lafargue, this was enough for the French drivers to emerge as 2015 

champions. 

 

“We’ve been running after this title for a good few years now, and despite having a few hiccups, 

we can proudly say it’s ours”, exclaimed Bouvet. This is of course the first time both he and 

Perrier have won the championship, whereas Pagny now claims his third, with those of 2007 and 

2008 already under his belt. “There are always many more things to account for in a 6 hour race 

than in a 4 hour, and we had quite a few mountains to climb.  It’s been extremely gratifying to 

fight with IDEC all season and to finally succeed in beating them.” 

 

While the revelation of the race must go to the fantastic performance of AF Corse (despite the 

absence of Andrea Montermini), the whole race was dominated by the #24 Ginetta LMP3 and 

drivers White/ Breeze/ Belshaw, who practically led from start to finish. The LMP3 race was 

indeed tight, but in the end, the British team took home a third consecutive overall win. The 

Ligier however, on its maiden voyage in the V de V Endurance Series managed to score a third 

place, thanks to #42 Onroak Racing auto in the hands of Pierre Fillon/ Jacques and Pierre Nicolet. 

 

Fifth to have crossed the line, Oliver Campos Hull and Kostas Kanaroglou took a double victory, 

winning the GTV2 race and the championship in their Mosler MT 900 n°8, prepared by team 

Escuela Espanola de Pilotos. They were indeed in third place upon arriving at Estoril, however 

the duo took advantage of AB Sport Auto’s two DNFs. Both Audi R8 LMS didn’t make it to the 

finish line, and neither did their drivers Thybaud/Proust/Jousse and Van de 

Vyver/Carugati/Wegelin. 

Behind the Mosler and Visiom’s Ferrari, the cars were classified as follows: Firstly the Ferrari 458 

GT3 n°83 AKKA-ASP (Maurice and Benjamin Ricci/Policand), then the la Porsche 997 Cup n°58 

RMS (Mallegol/Bachelier/Blank), the Porsche 997 Cup S n°63 of Porsche Lorient Racing 



(Polette/Lelièvre/Neyrial) and finally the Porsche 997 Cup S n°56 of RMS 

(Piergiovanni/Nicolaidis/Feller), rounding up the top 10. 

 

Let us not forget the victory of the GC10 n°20 GC Automobile driven by Alexander 

David/Calari/Amrouche in the S1 category, and Team Sport 5’s win in GTV3 with their Porsche 

Cup n°29, trusted to Bapstista/J. Martins. 


